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Abst ract - -The  major contribution of this novel application is the pilot development and feasi- 
bility study for a bank of cascade BAM (Bidirectional Associative Memories) neural networks. This 
improved BAM structure functions as an expert system for conceptual facility layout or for prelim- 
inary construction layout design. This application, rather than being a better analytical algorithm 
or a better production expert system, builds a neural expert system with the capability of incremen- 
tally learning layout design examples for a given set of constraints. The cascade BAM incremental 
learning methodology, which distinguishes this system from the more frequently used Backpropaga- 
tion Network (BPN) learning system, creates effective multibidirectional generalization behavior from 
qualitative, goal-driven layout design experience. The initial tests of learnability are presented by its 
applicability to conceptual layout design problems, and their solutions are assessed and compared 
with the learning ability of a standard BAM. Issues deserving further investigation are addressed as 
well. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Ar t i f i c ia l  neural networks, BAM neural networks, Facility layout design. 
1.  PROBLEM BACKGROUNDS 
This section introduces the essential background for this paper,  including faci l ity layout design, 
its product ion (rule-based) expert  systems, and its neural  expert  systems. 
1.1. Fac i l i ty  Layout  Des ign  
There are two types of layout design methods,  construct ion and improvement.  Construct ion 
layout is constructed from scratch using the requirements of the area, the shape, the function, 
and the ad jacency relat ionships of facilities, which are all determined by the empir ical  part  flow 
through the layout and by the physical  constraints of manufactur ing resources. By comparison, 
the improvement  procedure i terates the pair-wise exchanges of the init ial ly constructed layout 
facil ities unti l  no further layout improvement can be found [1]. Both methods contain a large 
amount  of crunching, i.e., exhaust ive comparisons of the adjacent facil ity pairs, and both methods 
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are described using a well-defined recursive algorithm. If any constraint in designing a layout is 
violated uring the comparisons, then a redesign procedure isrequired, demanding more computer 
time. 
Furthermore, it is not always possible to formulate the NP-combinatorial optimization model 
of a complete layout problem, due to the complexity of the layout constraints and requirements, 
such as site feasibility, part movement limitations, possibility of facility relayout or expansion, 
equipment adaptability, and other layout uncertainties. Thus, an exact layout solution obtained 
by the model may not be optimal for the real manufacturing environment. This indicates that a 
practical layout design is often an ill-structured problem, requiring the designer to use past layout 
experience, ngineering judgment, intuition, creative abilities, and qualitative constraints for the 
synthesis of the best layout solution. Meller and Gau [2,3], as well as Sirinaovakul and Tha- 
jchayapong [4] have made comprehensive r views of these traditional layout design approaches. 
1.2. Production Expert Systems for Facility Layout 
Owing to the nature of the layout design described above, in recent years expert systems 
have been strongly recommended by various researchers and practitioners as a programming tool 
for computerization f those ill-structured facility layout processes. Many attempts to develop 
production expert systems for aiding such layout designs have been reported, including [5-13]. 
These authors attempted to incorporate the use of past layout experience and judgment in various 
forms into their layout expert systems by applying the confidence factor, uncertainty resolution, 
and sometimes by evaluating a typical cost function. 
Although a production expert system is a good choice for designing facility layouts, it also has 
certain drawbacks, including: lack of learning capability, requirement of explicit rules, difficulty 
of solution generalization, as well as exhaustion and imperfection i knowledge acquisition. These 
drawbacks make the production layout expert systems unable to learn from the domain of the 
manufacturing environment, instead becoming exactly and consistently codified by If-Then rules 
after an expensive and time-consuming procedure for the acquisition and representation f domain 
layout knowledge. The most conspicuous cause is that production layout expert systems cannot 
tackle the relayout flexibility and expansion in response to changes in manufacturing routings. In 
other words, they can deal with only those layout problems in which enough well-provisions (If-" 
Then rules) and symbolic knowledge (facts) are available. In view of the limits of the production 
expert systems, a novel expert system based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) for layout 
design is here proposed to overcome the above restrictions. 
1.3. Neural Expert Systems 
The topic of the mapping of production expert systems into ANNs is a rapidly developing area of 
research. Gallant [14] defined a neural expert system as being an interactive classification system 
with justification capability. This system begins with the knowledge representatives from a set 
of training examples, learns these representatives, and then develops the capability to correctly 
classify (or generalize) new cases based on learned knowledge. This classification (generalization) 
capability makes the proposed neural expert system generate a conceptual construction layout 
in the form of the learned symbolic knowledge resonant to the input layout requirements. 
The mapping of production rules into ANNs has been studied with great enthusiasm by many 
researchers, uch as Barschdorff et al. [15], Sanou et al. [16], Lin and Chang [17], and Sim 
et al. [18]. All of their methods attempted to embed domain If-Then rules into a common 
Backpropagation Network (BPN) context with full or partial connections. Basically, two ways 
for the rule embedding were considered. The first way aims at seeking a functional mapping 
between If-Then reasoning procedures and BPN paradigms. In particular, by viewing the rule 
base as defining a global linguistic association constrained by fuzzy sets, approximate reasoning 
can be fulfilled by distributed (i.e., full-connected) BPNs. The second way derives a structural 
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mapping, from an inference chaining process to a certain type of BPN, thereby usually resulting 
in a localized (i.e., partial-connected) BPN implementation. 
In the proposed approach, the current ANN neural expert system for preliminary layout con- 
struction is based on cascade full-connected BAM neural networks. The system consists of a series 
of two standard BAMs with incremental nd bidirectional learning which can process new, mod- 
ified, or unseen layout examples without retraining. A BPN-based neural expert system does not 
possess both the abilities of incrementally and bidirectionality, and it requires retraining to learn 
additional data. Clearly, this retraining consumes ubstantial amounts of extra computational 
time and the previously learned results might be changed. The other reasons for the adoption of 
the cascade BAM distribution structure are its simplicity, its speed of learning, and its biological 
reasoning plausibility, factors not covered by more commonly used BPN-based expert systems. 
2. B ID IRECT IONAL ASSOCIAT IVE  MEMORIES  (BAM) 
This name implies the existence of an ANN with outputs cycling back to become inputs, or 
in which data move both forward and backward. A BAM [19] is such a recurrent ANN that 
implements a heteroassociative memory to form the cascade BAM context, and that can learn 
layout experiences and correct interpretations of given layout requirements. This learning reduces 
the need for knowledge ngineering, although the creation of data of layout examples does require 
some engineering effort. The generalization of the cascade BAM, on the other hand, shows that 
the constituent BAMs are capable of conceptualizing and acquiring domain knowledge using 
binary values. In this way, the BAM can associate response with stimuli, effect with cause, 
consequence with condition, and a set of examples with a set of input data--al l  of which could 
be If-Then type rules. 
Layer X w = wij ~ Layer Y 
I 
wT-  - Wji 
Figure 1. BAM architecture. 
As illustrated in Figure 1, a BAM connects two layers of neurons. Each neuron in one layer 
is fully connected to the neurons in another layer. The connection is symmetric, i.e., wij = wji, 
where i ( j )  = 1,2, . . .  , I ( J ) ,  or in terms of vector w = w T, where w is the weighted correlation 
matrix that stores the correlationship between the pairs of the training patterns, and the super- 
script 7- is the transpose of the matrix. In Figure 1, activations pass forward from layer X to 
layer Y through the (forward) connection weight matrix w. Then, activations pass backward 
from layer Y to layer X through the transpose weight matrix w T. 
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Suppose the associative layers X and Y are, respectively, presented with the patterns xk = 
[xl k, x2k,..., x/k] and yk = [yk, y2k,..., y~], where k = 1, 2,. . . ,  P is the associative pattern num- 
ber. The correlation matrix w is formed by codifying the set of pairs of P associative patterns 
{(x 1, yl), (x 2, y2), . . . ,  (x P, yP)}. The Hebbian outer-product learning rule is used to encode the 
P associations and it also updates the weights in the BAM. Mathematically, 
P 
w T = yk, (1) 
k=l  
where w is the I x J learning matrix, i.e., the BAM associative weights which store the P as- 
sociations. The computations of this matrix and its transpose constitute the BAM learning 
process. 
On the other hand, during the BAM generalization process, an initial generalizing pattern 
x k (0) E {0, 1 }~, for example, is fed forward through w to produce the unpredictable intermediate 
version yk(1) E {0, 1} J using the thresholded product value fx(xk(O)w), where f~, and the fol- 
lowing fu, are a sharp-step threshold functions. Subsequently, the resultant pattern, yk (1), is fed 
back through w T to create the pattern xk(1) using the thresholded vector-matrix multiplication 
fu(wTyk(1)). In point-wise notation, the generalization process is given by 
yk(v+ 1) = 1, i f fy > 0, 
= y~(v), if f~ = O, (2) 
=0,  if fu < O, 
I where fy = ~-~i=1 xk(v)wiJ, J = 1, 2, . . . ,  J, 
given by 
to obtain the intermediate version yk(v + 1), and is 
xk(v + 1) = 1, if f~ > O, 
= x~(V), if fx = O, (3) 
= 0, if fz < 0, 
J where fx = ~3=1 y~(v)wj~, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  I, to obtain the intermediate version xk(v + 1). The 
above forward/backward operation will continue the generalization of the associative pattern 
pair k through the BAM weights until the context of the generalizing associative pair is stable; 
at this point, the testing pair is generalized or inferred. Kosko [20] has proved the correlation 
matrix to be a bidirectionally stable associative memory, and numerical examples of BAMs can 
be found in [21]. 
3. DEVELOPMENT OF BAM-BASED 
LAYOUT EXPERT SYSTEM 
The idea of neural ayout development has been inspired by the production layout expert sys- 
tem of [22], as well as the process of syntactic search introduced in the IFLAPS of [12,13]. A 
Kumara's yntactic pattern is composed of four tuples: the representative symbol, the meaning, 
and the syntax (physical restrictions) of a facility, along with a starting symbol for the solution 
search. The rules of grammar search recognize and infer the quadruple syntactic patterns codify- 
ing the so-called neural rules in the form of the binary patterns used in training the BAM-based 
layout expert system. Thus, the Kumara syntactic recognition suggests the BAM neural recog- 
nition. In addition, physical restrictions, such as the allocation of the dedicated facilities to the 
specific areas, or Muther's AEIOUX layout closeness relationships (both used in [22]) are ac- 
quired, reorganized, transformed, and codified into the neural ayout patterns. Then the cascade 
BAMs in the system learn these neural patterns by activating the BAM neurons and storing the 
patterns in the BAM connection weights. 
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3.1. Factors of  the System Performance 
Different pattern representatives may result in different neural solutions. There is no system- 
atic approach for representing the knowledge that ANNs learn to solve the domain problem. One 
typical way to determine the best neural knowledge representative(s) is through ANN learning 
and generalization experiments, coupled with the consideration of the characteristics of the do- 
main background. In order to represent the layout knowledge suitable for training the proposed 
BAM-based layout expert system, and simultaneously increasing the system's performance, the 
following factors hould be considered. 
(1) The fixed number of neurons. Like other ANN learning processes, the number of BAM 
input neurons cannot be changed uring the cascade BAM learning, and one neuron 
represents only one conceptual domain attribute, hence, one cascade BAM can learn only 
one type of layout with a fixed number of facilities. As a result, the proposed system 
contains a bank of c~cade BAMs in order to deal with multiple facilities. For example, 
the cascade BAM1 of Figure 2 can learn five-facility designs, the cascade BAM2 learns 
ten-facility designs, etc. The details of the figure will be described in the next section. 
(2) The capacity of generalized (or induced) solutions. Theoretically, the maximum number of 
stored associations cannot exceed the number of neurons in the smaller layer of a standard 
BAM [21]. For instance, if there are five neurons in layer X and ten neurons in layer Y, 
the number of learning patterns could be at most five. This implies that the difference of 
neurons in layer X and layer Y of a BAM should be small. Also, it has been found in the 
Performance Assessment Section below that this theoretical constraint can be relieved by 
improving a standard BAM to be a cascade BAM. 
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Figure 2. Contexture of the BAM-based layout expert system. 
(3) The percent accuracy. In order to increase the percentage of correct solutions general- 
ized, the development of sparse neural patterns that are improper for neurally laying out 
facilities hould be avoided, due to the fact that a large number of zero elements could 
weaken or damage the connected strength. The zero weights will cause a decrease in 
the proportion of the number of accurately generalized BAM stable states of the testing 
patterns. 
(4) The learning speed. The learning speed of any ANN depends on the number of its neu- 
rons. The more neurons, the more connections, and the longer the learning time. As 
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a consequence, one method to shorten ANN training time is to use only the number of 
neurons ufficient to represent the complete domain knowledge. In this study, the number 
of neurons in the layers of the BAM-based layout expert system depends on the number 
of facilities. 
3.2. F ramework  o f  the System 
Figure 2 illustrates the overall structure of the proposed BAM-based expert system for aiding 
layout construction. Its structure is similar to the tandem scheme of [23]. Both the pre- and 
post-processing constituents can be thought of as external numerical algorithms, and the bank of 
cascade BAMs thought of as an expert system in the tandem scheme. The layout examples, and 
the BAM-generalized layouts, are analyzed and transformed into the neural ayout patterns (i.e., 
representatives or neural rules) in the preprocessing constituent. After the neural expert system 
has generalized a recommended layout, the material f ow or the closeness degree of the layout can 
be continuously evaluated in the post-processing constituent for improving the generalized layout 
(i.e., improvement method). If a layout designer is not satisfied with the material flow and/or 
with the facility closeness rate of the generalized layout, he can modify the neural ayout rules 
to obtain an alternative layout based on his layout judgment. Currently, the BAM-based layout 
expert system still stands alone to generalize a construction layout (i.e., construction method) 
based on the examples acquired from the experienced or analytical layouts. 
Incremental L yout Examples 
I (Ex nonceBase  (  yout ) .  Requirements ,.( 
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Facility Layout 
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Layout Output 
Analytical Base) 
4 
:! 
Figure 3. Incremental learning process of the BAM-based layout expert system. 
Figure 3 diagrams the complete BAM-based layout process composed of three phases "learn 
from examples", "knowledge base creation", and "generalization". "Learn from examples" cor- 
responds to the cascade BAM training in the incremental learning phase of the process. In 
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the generalization phase, "knowledge base creation" relates to the generation of the connec- 
tion weights, and "generalization" generalizes a conceptual construction layout. The generalized 
layout, if necessary, can be fed back into the network to incrementally increase the layout memo- 
rization. Another means to achieve the incrementability s to learn the new layout rules required 
for the new product production or the new manufacturing route. 
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Figure 4. Example of facility layout for codifying neural layout patterns. 
3.3. Knowledge Representation for the System 
In this section, the procedures for the representation f If-Then layout rules as neural types 
are explained. Figure 4 illustrates one example of a layout design configuration used to train 
the BAM-based layout expert system. There are seven facilities in the example, with E, W, S, 
and N representing, respectively, the East, West, South, and North orientations. The neural 
patterns corresponding to this training layout example are divided into four categories: closeness 
relationship among facilities, relative position of one facility to others, area of each facility, and 
orientation for each facility. Parts (a)-(d) of Figure 5 illustrate the four neural patterns. 
3.3.1. Neural closeness relationship representative 
The allocation of a facility should reflect he relationship of that facility with other facilities 
as indicated in the facility relationship diagramming. The concept of the facility relationships 
intrinsically depicts the functionality of the layout design. The Muther's AEIOUX facility re- 
lationship classification is generally used to rate whether the closeness degree among facilities 
is extremely important (A) down to not important (U), or whether facility noncloseness is ex- 
tremely important (X). The closeness degree is determined by layout designers' experiences and 
physical layout requirements. 
In the neural facility relationship pattern of Figure 5a, the number of ones expresses the degree 
of the relationship; the more ones, the higher degree of closeness. Six ones stand for degree A, five 
for E, four for I, and one for X. For example, if the degree of the closeness relationship between 
facilities 3 and 5 is "O" (see Figure 4), then three ones are codified into the row indicated with 
the symbol 3-5 in Figure 5a. This representation can avoid forming a sparse pattern. 
3.3.2. Neural  relative position representative 
The difference between the (closeness) relationship and the (relative) position is that the former 
focuses on the degree of closeness between facilities, but the latter considers the four reference 
positions which are the allocated sites of a facility relative to other facilities. When one facility 
should be positioned on the right side of another facility, that does not indicate that the two 
facilities have to be close. This layout requirement is one of the types of nonadjacency assignments 
introduced by Kumara et al. [12,13], by encoding the facility relative positions into their syntactic 
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Facilities X U O I E A 
Above Below Left Right 
1-2 1 1 1 1 
-3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-4 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-5  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-6 1 1 1 
-7  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2-3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-6  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-7  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3-4 1 1 1 1 1 
-5 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-6  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-7  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4-5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-6  1 1 1 1 1 1 
-7  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5-6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-7  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6-7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(a) Relationship attern. (b) Position pattern. 
Area Unit Orientation Deployment 
Facility 
1 2 3 4 5 6 W S E N 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(c) Area pattern. (d) Orientation pattern. 
Figure 5. Neural knowledge representations for the BAM-based layout expert system. 
pattern recognit ion rules. Warnecke and Dangelmaier [24] and Blair and Miller [25] also applied 
these relative positions to their on-line interactive layout planning systems. The consideration of 
the facility relative positions is related to the manufactur ing process path, facility support,  and 
AGV delivery path. 
In Figure 4, Facil ity 6 is below Facil ity 1, thus the row 1-6 of the neural position pattern 
corresponding to the "below" relative position relationship in Figure 5b is codified with two ones. 
Note that  the symbol 1-6 indicates the position relationship of Facil ity 6 relative to Facil ity 1, 
which is different from the meaning of the same symbol in the closeness relationship attern of 
Figure 5a. If the conceptual  representation of the relative position 1-6 becomes three ones, that  
implies that  the symbol 1-6 for Facil ity 6 should be relatively posit ioned to the "left" of Facility 1. 
In order to avoid generating a sparse pattern, the principle of codifying the four relative positions 
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of a facility is based on four ones for the "right" position of one facility relative to others, three 
for the "left", two for the "below", and one for the "above". 
3.3.3. Neural block area representative 
The key idea of the area assignment process in layout design is to maximize space utilization so 
as to provide for material receiving and shipping as directly to each facility as practical as well as 
for employee safety and job satisfaction. Discrete block representation f area is considered in the 
BAM-based layout expert system. The area (block size) requirement of one facility can be the 
dimension of the facility, and the available shop floor space for all layout facilities is rectangular 
with known maximum dimensions. 
In order to neurally represent a facility's work space, each of the "area neurons" in the neural 
layout system is defined as one unit of area. For example, one area neuron (unit) could be 5 m 2. 
Take Figure 5c for an example of the neural area representation, if Facility 7 in Figure 4 requires 
three area units, the row corresponding to the facility in its neural area pattern has three ones. 
For area unit, a single one stands for one unit, two ones for two units, and so forth. The number 
of area units designed in the current neural ayout system is limited to six. 
3.3.4. Neural orientation placement representative 
In addition, to account for the facility closeness (functionality) relationships described above, 
the orientation (North, South, East, West) of a facility within its located block should also be 
taken into account if the facility needs a specified utility or a device. The directional orientations 
of a facility are arranged and placed at the appropriate block edges of the facility's location. 
The aspects considered in reviewing the specialized facility orientation placement include layout 
topology, water flow, roadways, part load/unload spots, AGV path, and site utilities. Malakooti 
and Tsurushima [22] included the facility orientation placement in their production layout expert 
system, and Henrion [26] also used this orientation requirement. 
The neural pattern of the facility orientation placement is shown in Figure 5d. For example, if 
the special function of an AS/RS facility should be operated at the west and the south sides of the 
block 4 shown in Figure 4, then for operation functions, the facility's two orientation faces should 
be placed due west and south of the block. Consequently, the columns W and S of the neural 
orientation pattern of the AS/RS facility would be codified with a one. In principle, according 
to the facility operation constraints and/or the physical utility locations, if the face orientations 
of a facility should be placed at the specific edges of its located block, a one is placed in all of the 
corresponding orientation columns of the neural orientation pattern of the facility. If a facility 
is located within a block without any orientation constraints, its four orientation codes all are 
ones, such as Facilities 5 and 7 in Figure 5d. In this way, the codification of a spare orientation 
pattern can be avoided. 
3.4. Embedd ing  of P roduct ion  Rules into the System 
In order to explain how the codification of neural ayout rules is easier than that of production 
rules, If-Then layout rules are illustrated for embedding into the proposed system during training. 
Under observation of the layout example (called LC-1) shown in Figure 4, one of its If-Then layout 
rules is the following. 
Rule 1: IF the relationship between Facility 4 and Facility 1 is 'T' 
AND the relationship between Facility 7 and Facility 5 is "A" 
AND Facility 4 should be to the left of Facility 3 
AND Facility 6 should be below Facility 3 
AND area of Facility 1 is six units 
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AND area of Facility 7 is six units 
AND area of Facility 2 is four units 
AND Facility 2 should be located near South door 
THEN suggest he construction layout LC-1. 
First, since the If-conditions of the rule are imprecise, hence, they are not sufficient o become 
the layout knowledge acquired from Figure 5 for the establishment of a production expert system. 
By contrast, the proposed BAM-based layout expert system can embody this rule to be a part 
of the knowledge by means of transforming it to the neural rules. Second, the acquisition and 
the transformation of neural rules are simpler than those of If-Then rules, especially for the 
implementation f the layout inference consistence. The neural system does not involve reasoning 
logic, which is accomplished through the "knowledge black-box" created by the system learning. 
Third, other neural rules that represent Figure 4 layout knowledge can also be used to train the 
system so as to enrich its layout knowledge. This indicates that the data in a BAM layout rule 
can be incrementally changed, added, and/or deleted without damaging the result of the previous 
learnings. 
I 
If-part 
I = 6 neurons 
Cascade BAM 
I I 
BAM BAM 
I I  I 
_ _  ,r~ . . . . .  Then-part 
- ~ "~."p'aVrt '~ K = 5 nearons 
I l ~ x y  J=4neurons ~1~]  . 
I 1 : 
_ ) 
, ay rx l  ayf Z 
Relationship Patterns 
Learning Rules: 
Position Patterns Orientation and Area Patterns 
Ruleh If [(xl & x4 & xt) are true] and [(x2 & x3 & x5) are false] 
Then [(y2 is true) and (yl & y3 & y4) are false] 
Rule2: If [(y2 is true) and (yl & y 3 & y4) are false] 
Then [(z2 & z3 & z5)are true] and [(zl & z4) are false] 
Figure 6. Layout rules using cascade BAMs. 
Figure 6 shows how, from the perspective ofcascade BAM learning, If-Then rules are embedded 
into the cascade neural layout context. In this figure, one pair of standard BAMs in the neural 
layout expert system connects layer X to layer Y and layer Y to layer Z, forming a cascade 
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connection scheme that further is used to learn layout rules. The rule consists of one pair of 
If-Then layout relationships, in which the Then layer of the first BAM is the If layer of the 
second one. Each neuron in layer X represents he If-part given by layout rules as the facility 
closeness relationship requirements; each neuron in layer Y stands for the Then-part given by 
the layout rules as the facility relative position requirements. In other words, the neurons in 
layers X and Y contain the partial associative attributes of a layout rule. The neurons in layer Z 
conceptually represent the facility orientation placement and area size, which are the remainders 
of the associative attributes of the layout rules. 
Moreover, the attributes of other layout rules, in which the If-part of one rule is the Then-parts 
of its associative rules, should be also considered and codified into the neural ayout patterns to 
enable the system to memorize the associative relationships as much as possible. The memo- 
rization is performed by storing the associations into the correlation weights wxu and Wuz. Two 
learning If-Then rules in Figure 6 have the functions that conceptualize and characterize the 
layout associations. These rules also intrinsically function as the knowledge representations of 
the partial ayout adopted to train the system. 
3.5. System Generalization 
For the given input layout requirements in cascade BAM generalization, the system recollects 
the connections of the well-trained layout examples to generalize a recommended layout of three 
layer neurons of the cascade BAM. The three-layer layout generalization is accomplished by 
manipulation of the weight correlation matrices and their transposes. The layout inference of the 
system is three-fold: 
(1) given an AEIOUX layout requirement to layer X, generalize Y and Z, 
(2) given a position layout requirement to layer Y, generalize X and Z, and 
(3) given orientation and/or area layout requirements to layer Z, generalize X and Y. 
If part or all of the requirements of the three layout inputs are presented to the system, the 
inference ability of the system will generalize a conceptual construction layout; that is, the BAM 
neurons in the three layers will act in resonance with one another until they build up an accepted 
layout. Taking the neural patterns of the above Rule 1 as an example, the BAM neurons can also 
provide the partial ayout requirement input to the trained BAM-based layout expert system for 
the generalization f a conceptual construction layout. 
4. LAYOUT SOLUTION GENERAL IZAT ION 
In the previous ections, the neural representations of layout design concepts and a cascade 
BAM learning method were presented. The following two sections present how these can be 
applied as a coherent model for learning the concepts of layout design. 
i i I I I 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
I I I I 
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(9) (10) (11) 
Figure 7. Training examples [27] for BAM-based layout design system. 
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As shown in the Appendix demonstration, the model was tested using 11 training examples 
(Figure 7) for layout designs collected from [27]. The concepts of the layout designs included in 
the training example, set varied according to their types, uses, and configurations. In collecting 
the layout rules and transforming them to neural patterns, emphasis was placed on the variety of 
layout concepts and the use of qualitative information to interpret the concepts. The rules chosen 
to interpret and represent each training example were based on the knowledgeable observation 
for the shown layout configurations and the commonly used vocabulary of the domain. The 
author was limited by the information available in the existing database and had no reference 
to Donaghey, who designed the layouts. This is consistent with the proposed learning method, 
in which the rationale of the facility layout rules is not available and learning relies on the 
representation f the four layout factors named above. 
From this demonstration, although the system's learning algorithm does not assign indicative 
layout type names into the knowledge base, it is not difficult to generalize the type of layout 
design that the input concepts represent. The generalized layout design is the configuration of 
Type 4 which meets a set of uncertain layout requirements input to the system. In the other two 
tests, Types 5 and 6 were, respectively, generalized if the uncertain requirements received some 
changes based on hypothetical relayout requirements. The three layout design types are similar. 
This is reasonable for the recognition of the system design based on pattern similarity. 
Concerning the quality of generalized solutions, the superiority of this system, in comparison 
with conventional heuristic or optimization layout systems, can be seen since it uses cascade 
BAMs. These are an improved BAM contexture with high learning ability which can learn from 
the layout examples generated by analytical models or by experienced planners, thus eliminating 
the need for derivation and computation ofcomplex layout equations. The system learns to adapt 
itself to natural and unforeseen changes, which is not the case for current conventional layout 
schemes. Accordingly, the significant advantage of this system is its ability to aid or even solve 
relayout problems in on-line time with incomplete or uncertain requirements, which is one of the 
most difficult tasks in layout design automation for a variety of products today. Learnability is 
also important assessment for an ANN-based system, which is described next. 
5. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 
To assess the learnability of the proposed BAM-based expert system for conceptual facility 
layout design or construction, two types of experiments, each with two indicators, generalization 
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Figure 8. Comparison ofgeneralization capacity--50 random patterns total. 
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capacity and percent of accuracy, were used to compare the system performance to a standard 
BAM performance. The generalization capacity is given in terms of the probable number of 
successfully stored training patterns; that is, to compare two different BAM learning algorithms, 
the generalization capacity is used to store the set of the testing patterns by assigning each of 
them a correct generalization. The percent accuracy is given in terms of the percentage of all 
the possible input patterns that converge to the stable state; that is, the accuracy is checked by 
determining, for each of the possible input patterns, whether it is a stable state (i.e., by examining 
the state of a pattern, the state of a complement of that pattern, and the spurious state of that 
pattern), whether the input pattern is part of a cycle where the context of the assessing pattern 
is incorrect, and whether the state in Hamming distances between any two patterns is stable 
within the system. 
In the first experiment, without the loss of layout generality, a uniform random generator was 
used to create 50 16 × 12 × 10 feature patterns, such that each feature had an equal probability of 
being 1 or 0, to fairly examine the generalization capacity. Here, 16, 12, and 10 were the number 
of neurons in the layers X, Y, and Z, respectively. As expected, the generalization capacity of a 
standard BAM network was poor. Figure 8 shows that a standard BAM network achieved 100 
percent probability for storing only 11 out of 50 random patterns. The generalization capacity 
of the BAM-based layout expert system was far superior in terms of pattern generalization of
unknown patterns, achieving a 100% probability of 21 out of 50 patterns. 
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Figure 9. Percent accuracy--50 random patterns total. 
Similarly, the percent accuracy of the standard BAM network was also worse than that of the 
BAM-based layout expert system (Figure 9). The low generalization capacity of the standard 
BAM might result from the limited number of the theoretically stored patterns, i.e., the maximum 
number of stored patterns will not exceed the minimum number of neurons in a layer. A cascade 
BAM can provide much distributed knowledge, thus increasing the fault-tolerance within a given 
knowledge domain. Besides, in theory, if a set of the randomly generated patterns was linearly 
separable, this would also result in poor capacity, and some of the 50 random patterns might 
have had such separability. All patterns in the training set should be orthogonal, and this might 
be the third reason for the low generalization capacity of the standard BAM. The cascade BAM 
contexture, however, could increase the orthogonality by its "black-box function" of the middle 
layer as a "concourse" layer of a pair of layout rules. 
In the second experiment, a set of 11 five-facility design training examples (Figure 7) was 
run. Figures 10 and 11 show that this experiment had results similar to the first one. Although 
both experiments were not as fast as the standard BAM algorithm, the percent accuracy of the 
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Figure 11. Percent accuracy--ll layout patterns total. 
BAM-based layout algorithm was significantly better than that of the standard BAM. The high 
density of the distributed fault-tolerance may have caused this outcome. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The development of the neural ayout design system for layout construction is achieved through 
the use of BAM incremental memorization (learnability) to deal with uncertain definitions and 
ill-conditioned problems in order to set up an adaptive knowledge base capable of modifying 
and increasing layout information, and then to provide flexible and expandable layouts for a 
mixed-product manufacturing system. 
The proposed system has advantages for knowledge about diverse layout prototype designs 
represented by their neural area, relationships, orientation, and position patterns, which together 
are used to aid the development and selection of a conceptual construction layout. The knowledge 
can be acquired from either an analytical layout software or an experienced layout planner. 
After learning the knowledge of various layout design examples, the system can generalize a
recommended layout for the conceptual design which is the layout best matching the input 
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requirements. None of the research to date has focused on this concept of providing a framework 
for developing a BAM-based expert system for layout design. However, further work is needed 
to increase the system's effectiveness as a computer-aided facility layout mechanism. 
One area for development is to further incorporate both qualitative and quantitative layout 
knowledge into the codification of the neural patterns for improvement of layout solution. Another 
area is the improvement of the system architecture. In addition, the development of a better BAM 
learning algorithm is essential for high system performance. Since the knowledge representation 
of neural layout patterns is not unique, better representation alternatives could be developed to 
solve the problem. 
This study has demonstrated how a BAM neural network can be applied to create a dynamic 
knowledge base through its bidirectionality and incrementally of the learning-from-examples, and 
then to generalize a solution through the rules stored in the created knowledge base. Therefore, 
this study provides a good beginning towards implementing a neural expert system based on 
BAMs and suggests a feasible and prospective way to codify layout patterns suitable for other 
ANNs. 
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